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SAVE OF THE CENTURY
P

ersuading music fans to pay for albums
before they are even released has
long been one of the music industry’s
driving ambitions. In the download era,
this manifested itself in the pre-order,
which allowed fan to stump up for big new
albums in the months before their release,
often earning instant-grat downloads in
the process.
In today’s age of streaming, where we
don’t so much pay for individual albums
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as for access to music itself, the pre-order
has been joined by the pre-save, whereby
fans are encouraged to save forthcoming
albums, EPs and individual tracks into
their streaming music libraries before
they are released, giving them access to
the new releases as soon as they hit the
digital shelves.
The practice first came to music:) ally’s
attention in November 2016 when
Kobalt launched a pre-save campaign for

Laura Marling’s Semper Femina album –
and it has spread like wildfire since.

“Pre-saves have become the
streaming equivalent of preorders,” says Oliver Muoto, president

of Metablocks, a US provider of social
media applications for “brands, bands and
businesses”, which recently launched its
own pre-save-to-Spotify platform. “You’ll
be hard pressed to find an artist or a label
who doesn’t understand the value of

Over a decade ago, iTunes
created a new type of preorder where fans could
buy the album in advance
and be treated to early
access to part of it via
instant grats. As
streaming overtakes
downloading, the preorder is evolving into the
pre-save. Kobalt really
started it last year with
Laura Marling’s Semper
Femina album and now
it is becoming standard
industry practice. We
trace the (short) history
of the pre-save, look
at how data capture is
powering it, note where
other streaming services
beyond Spotify are coming
on board and why the end
goal is about converting
streamers into followers

COVERFEATURE
doing a pre-order. Well, the same principal
applies to pre-saves.”
As digital marketing manager at Domino,
Corey Zaloom oversaw a pre-save campaign
for the recent Real Estate album, In Mind,
which sat on the band’s website alongside
more traditional pre-order call-to-actions
like “buy deluxe LP” and “download”. She
says that pre-saves are proving popular
simply “because it’s beneficial to have an
easy way to encourage fans to save singles
to their collections or start their album
playlists early”.
“For Real Estate, our first priority was
having a way to keep fans up to date on
each single and not get lost in the massive
quantity of music put in front of fans every
day,” she adds. “If they liked the first single,
‘Darling’, enough to pre-save then we were
helping make sure fans didn’t miss the
next track or the full album release. We
were able to combine the pre-save for
Real Estate with a playlist follow and
optional email list signup for track alerts as
well as the general artist newsletter.”
Muoto believes that pre-saves make
“obvious marketing sense”. “It is better
to start ‘collecting’ your Spotify streams
and adds sooner than later,” he explains.
“That’s essentially what a pre-save
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allows you to do; it allows you to start
the marketing process for generating and
encouraging streams well in advance of
your single, EP or album’s release.”

Hacking APIs
While the idea behind a pre-save campaign
might be fairly simple, the mechanism is

slightly more complicated to set up.

The vast majority of pre-save
campaigns are on Spotify; but
Spotify, while broadly supportive
of the idea, does not offer the
pre-save as an option. Instead,

labels must either employ a third-party
platform or use Spotify’s API to build the
pre-save mechanism themselves, as Kobalt
VP of global marketing strategy David
Emery told music:) ally in 2016. “We’ve
built a layer of technology on top of their
API – and their API lets you add releases
to someone’s library if they authorise it,”
Emery explained. “We’ve added a layer on
top of that to do that when a future release
comes out.”
Within these parameters, Metablocks
offers different pre-save-for-Spotify
options, which vary in terms of whether
a playlist is generated on activation of

the pre-save or on album release and
whether the user ends up following the
artist on Spotify. Metablocks also offers
an “evergreen” pre-save for Spotify option,
which goes further than a single release,
by delivering new music to fans’ Spotify
libraries indefinitely (or until they end their
“subscription”), while Sony Music UK ran
a pre-save campaign around Nothing But
Thieves which rolled out in stages around
three “teaser” clips from the band’s new
album.
It is not currently possible to offer
pre-save options within Spotify itself,
with campaigns typically running from the
artist’s website and/or social channels.

The halo effect and
why streamers have to
be converted into followers
Given the ubiquity of the pre-save
campaign, you might expect it to be
generating hundreds of thousands of
consumer actions. For the moment, at
least, this is not the case. Nick Antoniou,
digital marketing manager for Sony Music
Entertainment UK, told music:) ally last
month that the Nothing But Thieves
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pre-save campaign was the second most
successful Sony pre-save campaign
globally, generating 8,000 pre-saves and
around 20,000 streams across the three
teaser tracks.
Generating streams, however, is only
one part of the pre-save equation. For
a start, there is a wider halo effect, as
Antoniou explained. “Off the back of
that [pre-save campaign for Nothing
But Thieves ], we gained 9,000 new
followers on the artist playlist,” he said.
“Engagement across the socials shot up.
We hadn’t done anything for nine months
before that so, by doing this, everyone got
really engaged again.”
And this can lead to more engaged fans
and longer-term success on streaming
platforms. “We continue to stress to
artists the importance of converting
‘streamers’ to ‘followers’,” Muoto says.
“This is an important and continuous
marketing discipline, one that Spotify
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itself continues to encourage. We see too
many artists enjoy ‘short-term’ streaming
success [after they get featured on a
playlist, for example], but who are unable
or unprepared to convert that temporary
streaming phenomena into ‘long-term’
fan traction.”

Data capture and
what to do with it
Data capture is also key. Guillaume
Crisafulli, co-founder of “first-party data”
collection and segmentation specialist
Make The Link, explains that by using
his company’s services on pre-save
campaigns, labels can access the email
addresses and locations of customers
who sign up for pre-saves. That then
allows them to better segment and target
that audience.
Communication with fans is another key
factor in the pre-save campaign. Spotify

has its own notification system for new
releases, but this can feel slightly erratic.
A pre-save campaign can improve on this
by either encouraging fans to follow artists
on Spotify or adding email notifications to
the mix. Make The Link , for example, has
added a feature to its pre-saves that allows
labels to remind users of the new release
on the day it hits streaming platforms,
which Crisafulli says maximises exposure
and generates more streams.
Emery believes that, as music
consumption shifts towards streaming,
it is more important than ever to engage
with fans on these platforms. “We get
email addresses and locations [with our
pre-save campaigns],” he says.

“If you are engaging a fan with
an album, that doesn’t stop when
the album is released. That is
continuing engagement that you
need to have over a long period
of time. So being able to have that
communication is important.”

Going beyond the super fan
The core audience for a pre-save
campaign will almost certainly be a an
act’s super fans, who will be most eager

to hear new music. But labels can also
reach out to casual fans with pre-save
campaigns. There are, essentially, two
ways to do this: either persuade the
artist to share the link on their social
channels – something that Steve Aoki
did on his Instagram earlier this year to
promote a pre-save of his ‘Night Call’
single, prompting 91,000 views and 250
comments; or you can offer an incentive
around the pre-save, like a prize draw or
opportunity to meet the artist.
“When pre-saves first came out, they
were a novelty,” says Muoto. “We are now
past the novelty stage and it is not enough
to come out with a pre-save campaign
without any marketing behind it and expect
for it to work well.”
Muoto explains that Metablocks has
always encouraged clients to give fans
an added incentive when it comes to
pre-save campaigns, with some of the
company’s most successful pre-save
campaigns featuring prizes or giveaways,
while more recently the company has
introduced interactive components and
user-generated content into pre-save
campaigns. The results seem clear:
Muoto says that “no-incentive” pre-save
campaigns typically see conversion rates of
40-60%, rising to 60-80% when an incentive
is added.

Post-Spotify pre-saves
An obvious question for the future of
the pre-save campaign is when will they
spread to other platforms? Spotify may
be the world’s largest music streaming
service, but Apple Music is coming up
behind it, while Deezer has a far more
global reach.

COVERFEATURE
album on both Spotify and Deezer.
Apple Music stands slightly apart in
this as it doesn’t allow automatic adds
or follows. But Make The Link/Sony did
include a “pre-save on Apple Music” button
on their Calvin Harris pre-save campaign
site, which took the user to the album page
on Apple Music.

“Apple Music doesn’t allow
automatic album adds or follows,
the users themselves should add
the album/track to their library,”
Crisafulli explains. “Having said this,
labels are taking advantage of
this process, using an external link
enriched with the Apple Affiliate ID
programme, smartURL or Linkfire
that points to the album, to either
get paid by Apple or retarget the
users afterwards via the linktracker platforms.”

The shock of the new quickly
becomes standard practice

There have, in fact, already been
a number of pre-save campaigns on
Deezer. Make The Link ran a pre-save
campaign on Deezer around Arcade Fire’s
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Everything Now for Sony Music France,
while Metablocks and Sony Music Latin
launched a campaign for Nicky Jam’s
Fénix that allowed fans to pre-save the

There will, inevitably, be those who
believe that the pre-save is just another
marketing fad – a new box to be ticked on
the strategic plan and forgotten about. But
those who are in favour of the pre-save
believe that its success speaks for itself.
Kobalt, for example, now uses pre-saves
for all of its releases and Emery sees the
mechanism becoming common practice.
“I see this as being a key component,
certainly for the near future, of most, if not
all, releases,” he says. “If you are building
up to an album release, ahead of time,
it’s a mechanism that just simply makes
sense.”
Naturally, for a pre-save campaign
to bear fruit it has to be done well. But

THE PUSH & PULL OF PRE-SAVE
By Music Ally’s Wesley A’Harrah
When we look at a pre-save campaign, the reality is that the
most valuable part of the campaign is probably not going to be
the few thousand extra on-services-day streams that an artist
might get from those who signed up to the pre-save. Only a
couple of teams doing pre-saves are collecting the playlist URIs
to which these songs are being added, and so most teams have
an incomplete picture of how many actual streams can be
attributed directly to the pre-save campaign.
Rather, it’s going to be the data we have captured on those
fans, and the early push on back catalogue our artists will
receive with the pre-save push. When a fan is presented with
the opportunity to pre-save music to playlists or their library,
their user experience not only has a bit of excitement for what’s
coming out, but a bit of frustrated anticipation. That frustrated
anticipation is a great thing in that it can lead to fans listening to
back catalogue from the artist more than they ordinarily would
have, in the lead-up time to the new tunes. Additionally, the
ability to generate lookalike audiences based on the lists of fans
who join a pre-save is good for all sorts of things, and marketing
directly to those fans who pre-saved is great for shifting any
premium-value products accompanying the campaign.

with the practice already being buffed
and adjusted to better hit marketing
needs (with, for example, the introduction
of prices and incentives) and new
improvements in the pipeline, this should
become ever easier. “We are definitely
looking into a whole load of new stuff
[around pre-saves],” Emery concludes,
“[That includes] investigating how fans
want to interact in this way. Because it is
a new thing and we are seeing if there are
any other ways we could use this same
sort of thinking in different areas.” :)

TOOLS

ASAII

When building platforms for marketing
or A&R, the sentiment has often been
this: “The more data, the better; the more
sources, the better.”
In a landscape with an increasing number
of digital platforms from which we can
pull data, though, this isn’t the smartest
approach. Having the right data from a
couple of platforms, and using the right
methods to clean and present this data, is
far more valuable than having the option
to sort through useless ‘zombie data’ in
multiple platforms.
A good dashboard will eliminate the
paralysis we may feel when presented
with view upon view of information we
already know or simply don’t understand
what to do with.
sandbox has found a new tool that
not only presents data in ways that make
sense with real insights, but that also
allows users to account for events that
occurred offline when evaluating what
happened in the digital space.
Enter Asaii.
Based in San Francisco and built by
a development team hailing from Uber,
Apple and Salesforce, the seven-monthold Asaii presents itself as a company that
helps meet two needs: A&R and impact
analysis.
Taking data from Spotify, SoundCloud,
Twitter, Facebook and Instagram, Asaii
presents information in different ways
than any tool covered by Sandbox
previously. With the ability to look at
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specific artists, songs, or groups thereof,
comparing performance of artists within
this platform is shockingly simple (see
screenshot above).
Users are able to compare the
daily, weekly and total play counts of
tracks from across multiple artists, which
can be used for evaluating marketing
success or setting benchmarks for
growth and progress. Asaii also has a
simple feature: a display associating each
track with its corresponding label. This
essential feature is surprisingly absent
from a lot of other A&R platforms we’ve
looked at.

Looking at streaming and social media
analysis, Asaii’s incorporation of online
and offline events can help marketers and
A&Rs understand what efforts around an
artist’s campaign are and are not working
to drive real streams (see screenshots on
next page).
For instance, a marketer can enter
into the dashboard anything, from press
coverage, to a live show, to a playlist add
as an ‘event,’ which is presented alongside
the line graph of the artist’s streams/
social engagements.
If, over time, it becomes apparent that
none of the press pieces from certain

periodicals, or adds to certain playlists,
have been having any effect on
streaming or social media figures, not
only can the team learn to avoid putting
energy and spend into those dead ends
but instead they can optimise by targeting
and increasing spend on those more
effective events.
We spoke with Asaii co-founder Austin
Chen to discuss Asaii’s team, vision and
company goals.

sandbox Asaii is a fresh face to the music
industry. Where did you and the team
come from, how did you decide to get

TOOLS ASAII
into music and how are you finding
it’s different to work in music than tech
so far?
ASAII We’re an experienced team based
out of San Francisco, hailing from Apple,
Uber and Salesforce. Our team has been
responsible for iOS 10, the Uber app
redesign and Salesforces’ marketing
tool. We decided to get into music after
becoming jaded by the music scene in San
Francisco. Sony [Theakanath, co-founder],
Chris [Zhang, co-founder] and I felt that
some genres were over-represented in
this city and wanted to discover true
trends and new talent. Working in music
is different – and that’s exactly what we
wanted. I don’t think any industry is as
unique and as people-driven as music –
and that’s why we enjoy it.

industry experts to increase transparency
and nurture talent.

sandbox Right on the top of your website

mid-sized label best benefit from Asaii?
ASAII To any mid-sized labels, I encourage
you to reach out to us at beta@asaiitech.
com. We have a capped beta, but we want
to work closely with you to derive value
for the label.
At our current state, a mid-sized label
can benefit by understanding the artist
landscape, figuring out the impact of
various efforts on their artist, and compare
that to similar artists. We’re working
closely with several respected indie labels
and are set up to help the mid-sized indie
label become more successful. :)

is the tagline “Unfair talent prospecting
advantage.” That’s bold. Tell us in your
own words what that means?
ASAII The vision of Asaii has always been
to predict future stars and connect them
with the right labels to nurture them in
the best possible way. We believe that
there is an explicit fit between labels and
artists. We want to put that data in the
hands of the labels so that they have such
a good advantage at growing amazing
artists; it almost seems unfair.

sandbox How would you describe Asaii in
your own words?
ASAII Asaii is a lead generation and
analytics platform with the vision to
connect the right artists to the right
labels. We believe collection and
understanding of data is not transparent
enough, so we want to work closely with
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sandbox As much as you can tell us, what

deeper/different data can you generate
than other platforms out there?
ASAII One of the differences between
Asaii and other platforms out there is
that we are not trying to be a data
aggregator. Our end goal is in-depth
analysis and prediction. We do this via
our in-house analytics platform, which
helps labels paint a picture to understand
an artist or song’s digital footprint. Our
team has tirelessly worked to develop
a model that ties together sources and
understands the actual causal effects
between media.

sandbox In its current state, how would a

We’re excited to see what new features
will roll out of Asaii by the end of their
first year of activity. With five months to
go until then, Asaii is yet another shining
example of the good work that developers
can do in and for the music industry.

CAMPAIGNS

The latest projects from the digital marketing arena
MUSE HAVE AN AI ON THE PRIZE

OK ZX COMPUTER

Muse love technology, conspiracy theories
and prog rock. So, in many ways, they’re like
next-level Radiohead fans.

Radiohead are no strangers to the “Easter
egg” in their releases – notably going analogue
by hiding an entirely booklet under the CD tray
when they released Kid A back in 2000.
Then there was the “discovery” (albeit by
over-zealous fans) that OK Computer and In
Rainbows – released 10 years apart – were
actually complimentary albums and tracks
from each need to be alternated to create
a mega-album. But, of course, any band
operating at a certain scale of ambition will
have all manner of meaning imposed onto
their music (starting with the pothead theory
that Pink Floyd’s Dark Side Of The Moon
operated as an alternative soundtrack to The
Wizard Of Oz).
Setting the bucket bong aside for a
moment, Radiohead definitely did hide some
treasure in the 20th anniversary boxset of OK
Computer (stylised as OK Computer OKNOTOK
1997 2017). Alongside the vinyl, previously
unreleased tracks, notebooks and sketchbooks
was a C90 cassette that the band said was a
mixtape made up of demos and outtakes.
The tape also contained two minutes of
computer tones that would cause a Proustian
rush for fans of a certain age whose first
encounter with home computing was in
the 1980s. Naturally a fan fed this into a ZX
Spectrum emulator and discovered that, yes,
it was computer code and, yes, it did contain
a programme. YouTuber “OooSLAJEREKooO”
posted the entire programme loading process
on YouTube, and it says “inside your home
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computer are…”
and then lists all the
band members and
producers, dating it to
19th December 1996
(presumably when
the original album
sessions ended) and
with a note saying “with all our love.”
The screen then slowly fills with script
in different colours with random words like
“SCREEN$” and “INKEY$” and, well, that’s
about it. Except there’s an Easter egg within the
Easter egg, with a message buried in the code
that reads, “Congratulations....you’ve found the
secret message syd lives hmmmm. We should
get out more.” Who is Syd? Presumably it’s Syd
Barrett, the original frontman and main writer
in Pink Floyd. Given the band, mainly post-Syd,
were subjected to, ahem, “heightened” fan
interpretations of their work and an unpicking
of perceived hidden meanings, this could be a
meta-joke by Radiohead.
Maybe there’s also an Oxbridge gag here
given Radiohead formed in Oxford and Pink
Floyd were formed in Cambridge. Or maybe
there’s nothing of the sort and it’s just the
band – admittedly a band not known for their
public jocularity – having a bit of a wheeze.
Perhaps we do all need to get out more.

Their albums and tours have pushed a
sort of Matrix agenda that technology,
governments and Big Commerce are
locking us all into a subservient state,
man. If they don’t already have “WAKE
UP, SHEEPLE” on T-shirts, they really are
missing a trick.
Anyway, their video for new single ‘Dig
Down’ – away from the ouroboros-like
discourse around plotting and sedition – is
perhaps the most 2017 promo of the year.
Drawing on AI and machine learning, a brand
new lyric video will be created every day for a
month in which high-profile individuals will
“voice” the lyrics to the song.
“[T]he AI tool has been tasked with
scraping hundreds of hours of footage
searching for occurrences of words from
the ‘Dig Down’ lyrics and produces a library
of video clips,” runs the explanation on
the dedicated ai.muse.mu site. “The clips
are then pieced together using timed
information from the original song to create
a lyric video where each lyric is voiced by a
different person.”
On a purely technical level it is one of the
most impressive videos sandbox has ever
seen and certainly raises the bar for the
trend around stopgap lyric videos being put
out as a teaser for the “official” video that
follows a few weeks later.
The influence of the cutup technique of

Cassetteboy is obvious, but really this can
be traced back to Chris Morris’ coruscating
satirical series Brass Eye from the late 1990s,
where he would chop up interviews with
public figures and take everything they said
into a whole new surreal and disquieting
place. On a literary level, though, this cut
up technique was popularised by William
Borroughs in the 1950s and influenced much
of David Bowie’s lyric writing in the 1970s.
The Muse video was created by tech
development agency Branger_Briz, using
bespoke voice-recognition software to
find current news and TV clips of famous
individuals saying key words in the song,
stitching them together seamlessly and
generating a brand new video each day.
“AI is so often deployed in a very invisible
way, so it was exciting to collaborate on a
project with the band that brings it to the
fore,” said Branger_Briz in a statement.
“We think it’s important to have public
discourse about the promise and perils of
these emerging and incredibly influential
technologies and it’s great to work with
Muse to instigate those conversations.”
Away from politics, this technique is also
an incentive for fans to watch the video each
day to see the variations and clock up the
view numbers. Or maybe that’s what they
want you to think…

CAMPAIGNS

The latest projects from the digital marketing arena

DESTORM POWER IS CAUGHT IN THE ACT
For those who saw it,
they will probably never
forget the, ahem, unique
online soap-opera-plussprawling-video-promo
that was R Kelly’s Caught In
The Closet.
Between 2005 and 2012,
the R&B singer released
33 “chapters” that were
ostensibly about a onenight stand gone wrong
where the protagonist
had to hide in the closet.
Hence the title was so rambling and
increasingly divorced from narrative sense
that it arguably set the bar too high – by
which we mean “too low” – for anyone to
attempt something similar.
Until now. Step forward DeStorm
Power (variously described as a YouTube
personality, musician and comedian) looking
to capitalise on his musical fame on the
astonishing Epic Rap Battles Of History
series. He has created Caught, which he
is describing as a “hip-hopera” (possibly
unaware that Beyoncé got there first in
2001 with Carmen: A Hip Hopera), that has a
meandering plot and plenty of cameos from
other online video stars – making it as sort
of meta-drama.
“I remember how hooked the world
was to Trapped In The Closet when it was
released a decade ago and decided to create
my own story in a similar series-like format,”
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Power told Tubefilter,
indicating the level of
quality (and logic) that
viewers could expect.
What is perhaps the
most interesting part is
that it is not confined
to YouTube but is also
on his Facebook page
and Instagram account
at the same time –
prioritising reach over
monetisation. And it
seems to be working.
At the time of writing,
we are up to episode 15 (we use the term
“episode” loosely as they are each around
a minute long), but they are getting around
2m views each on YouTube while episode
eight on Facebook got 7.6m views (although
episode one on Facebook only got 1.7m
views) and also peaked at 5m on Instagram.
“Caught is technically the biggest series
on the internet and possibly the world,” he
said, with an admirable level of modesty.
There appears to be no consistency on view
rates across episodes, suggesting some are
more viral-friendly that others, but combined
they are performing incredibly well across all
three social platforms.
Beyond the questionable quality of the
script and the acting, his cross-platform
approach to content distribution would
seem to be delivering results. How and if he
expands and capitalises on this, however,
remains to be seen.

BACK WITH ANOTHER ONE OF THOSE BLOCK CHAININ’ BEATS

We are still waiting for the first AR-plusVR-blockchain-curation-platform-andmetadata-solution album as that will be
the apex of marketing and technology in the
modern music business.
For now, however, we’ll have to settle for
the first album (so claim its creators) to be
distributed on the ethereum blockchain, with
fans paying for it via a ‘smart contract’ using
the ether cryptocurrency.
But what does that actually mean? Well,
RAC (André Allen Anjos to his friends and
family) is putting out his fifth album, EGO, on
the ethereum network, which uses blockchain
to host decentralised applications and is
currently valued at $30bn. It also takes a
crowd-funding approach to projects and has
ICOs (initial coin offerings) that let users back
new startups.
RAC is partnering with Ujo Music
(previously having worked with Imogen Heap,
another blockchain evangelist, on a single
release), but here they have moved up a level
to offer a full album this way.
The DJ spoke to Vice about why he got

interested in blockchain and alternative
distribution/commercial models. He is
particularly enthused that it cuts out the
intermediaries who either charge a flat fee
for distribution or take a (typically 30%) cut of
revenues. He is, however, under no illusions
that this choice of platform is going to vastly
broaden his addressable audience.
“I’ve learned very quickly that as soon as I
start talking about this stuff, you kind of lose
some people right away,” he said. “That’s
really been the struggle with all this: how
we do we simplify the concept because it is
so new and so different? The thing that gets
people’s attention is when you tell them how
you’re essentially cutting out middlemen.”
Fans will have to install MetaMask (the
ethereum extension for the Chrome browser)
and then go to a broker such as Coinbase
to get the cryptocurrency needed to pay for
it (with it priced around $10) and chose the
format (MP3, FLAC, WAV 16bit and WAV 24bit)
to download it in. Given the hoops one has
to jump through, RAC accepts that “buying
ethereum is still something of a bottleneck.”
He is realistic about the reach of the
project, but keen to flag up the artist
empowerment angle. “I don’t think this
is going to replace Spotify or iTunes, but
being able to support the artist directly is
pretty important,” he said. “I think when
you approach people that way, they kind
of get it, even if they don’t care about the
decentralization and all the really interesting
tech stuff behind it […] There’s a little bit of a
learning curve but it’s not too bad.”

BEHIND THE CAMPAIGN

THIRD EYE BLIND

BEHIND THE CAMPAIGN THIRD EYE BLIND

Third Eye Blind have re-released their self-titled, debut album, to mark its 20th
anniversary, and are now playing through the album from start to finish on their
tour. This is a rare tactic for a band as continually-active as Third Eye Blind, though
the move back into nostalgia has been embraced by their fans. MARNI WANDNER,
president of Sneak Attack Media—who have handled Third Eye Blind’s online
marketing for several years—explains the marketing process around the album;
super fans were targeted first, though there was a special focus on lapsed fans;
the team also utilised a virtual bedroom with hidden interactive elements to build
anticipation, lending a focus to streaming and establishing a YouTube presence.

Leading into the debut album reissue
We have been working for the band for
several years – on a few different album
cycles and a few different tours. When they
have a project happening – like a record
or a tour – they engage us and we either
do a marketing campaign or social media
campaign around it.
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The band re-issued the [self-titled debut]
album through Rhino as Warner put it out
originally 20 years ago. It is the original
record along with some of the demos of
those songs that went on to be hits – as well
as songs they never released that only the
super fans knew. We knew they were going
to do a US tour where they would play the

entire album front to back – which
they had never done before.
We were brought on board by the band
and started thinking about creative ways
to market the release and tour, what we
could do with Shazam, what we could
do with Pandora, what we could do with
Spotify and what we could do with all the

other digital platforms that we work
with. We also looked at what we could do
with brand partnerships.
Building a virtual room to amplify
the sense of nostalgia
The album came out on 9th June and the
idea for the virtual room came out of an

BEHIND THE CAMPAIGN THIRD EYE BLIND

We just wanted to make you feel like you
could be in this room in 1997.

idea that Stephan [Jenkins, lead singer] and
I spoke about a while ago. The original idea
was to build an actual room as a pop up that
would have been someone’s bedroom 20
years ago where they probably heard this
record for the first time.
That then evolved into doing it as
a digital room so that everybody could
experience it.
It was built in a couple of weeks
[thirdeyeblindanniversary.com]. We came
up with a list of things when we originally
spoke about it as a real room and we just
went for it with our ideas. We wanted
to put a surf board in there as Stephan
is a surfer. That was a bit of an esoteric
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reference as, unless you knew he was a
surfer, you’d not get why it was there.

There were lots of little clues
about the band. It was about having
items in there that would give a
nod to the band.

When you click on certain items in the
room, audio will play. The fans are really into
the band’s lyrics – they post them all over
the internet and some even have tattoos of
them. Their fanbase care a lot about the lyrics
and so does Stephan. So when you sweep
around the room, you can click on the phone,
for example, and you hear the lyrics “Maybe
you thought I’d call / Instead of crashing
down your hall” [from ‘Burning Man’].

There are different lyrics that come
out when you click on different things, so
they are all related. When you click on the
guitar, for example, there is an instrumental
part from one of the fans’ favourite songs,
‘Motorcycle Drive By’.
If you click on items of clothing, it takes
you to the merchandise store ; and if you
click on the generic tour poster, it takes you
to the tickets for the tour. You can also click
on the radio and hear a little snippet of them
on the radio at the time – a nod to the fact
that that song was all over the radio in 1997.
When you click on the game console,
there is a snippet of the Mortal Kombat
game that was really popular at the time.

Super-serving the super fans first
and then re-engaging lapsed fans
The first instance was to super-serve the
core fans. This is why they are doing this
tour. It’s about the band doing this for the
fans and thanking them. But then the
concentric circle outside of that is about
re-engaging lapsed fans. What you see
trickling through social media is lots of
people tagging their friends and using it to
reminisce around the music.
But the core idea was to super-serve
the fans who have been with them for more
than 20 years.
They are celebrating the fact it’s 20 years
and so much happened in 1997. People who
were in high school or college back then are
grown up now and this is a part of their life
that is very special to them. It is unique in
that the band have decided to embrace it
with both the re-release and playing the
album in order.

BEHIND THE CAMPAIGN THIRD EYE BLIND
discussion. They never
went quiet.

We always try and make the fans feel like
they are a part of the campaign – especially
this one because of the nostalgic elements
involved. We made sure the fans knew
about the room. One actually found it on
their own, which was interesting.
The way we launched it officially was on
the band’s socials. We made a gif of an
AOL-style Instant Messenger posted
from the band that was the loading screen
[for the room] that said it was for the fans
and which explains the whole thing.
We launched it and people started
tagging their friends so it just did its thing.

We are so engrained in their social
media that we have a really good
feel for what is going to react with
fans, what the best time is to put
something like that up and where
to put it. It reacted how we hoped
it would.

The band members have their own social
presence and they are not a band that has
been away for a long period of time. They
have been doing stuff and releasing new
music consistently. They are very involved
politically in things like the climate change
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Building a presence on
Snapchat and YouTube
We had Snapchat
geofilters running through
which was a funny
contrast to the nostalgia
angle, but we also know
that many of their fans
are younger and are either
in college or just out of
college currently. We have
the core fans, then we have
the new fans and then we have the fans who
forgot they were fans.
The band didn’t really have much of a
presence on YouTube, and the presence they
do have is split between their official channel
and their Vevo channel.
It’s an interesting position to be in where
you have a band that is so big but there’s
not really a presence on a platform like
that. We had to get creative and build that –
placing strategic annotations/info cards and
creating playlists, including older videos for
the debut album that were still on the label’s
YouTube. This one became the playlist that
plays inside the TV in the 1990s room.
They released a new EP before the
tour started so those videos were already
on YouTube [on the Vevo channel] so we
annotated some to link them up.
Streaming and touring were a heavy focus
We focused a lot on streaming for this
campaign. That’s why we had Spotify
integration in the virtual room [for the audio
playback] and we used their API there.
Songs from the reissue were featured
recently in one of Spotify’s TBT playlists

focused on the 1990s. On the flip side, we
created a strategic campaign around the
pre-show mixtape that we mirrored as
a Spotify playlist featuring a lot of their
current favorites, from Anderson .Paak
to Bishop Briggs. Stephan also played a
Fans First showcase at Spotify’s offices –
where super fans were invited by Spotify.
That was a fun thing to do as a way of
rewarding fans to help drive awareness of
the album and the tour.
Our big focus has been on promoting
the tour. The album is already out and is a
special-edition version, so we have been
building the specialness of it with the
super fans.
The most popular format is a three-LP
vinyl edition. That is definitely aimed at the
super fans as it’s a collector’s item that the
fans want to have.

We have also done something with
jukebox companies around the US where
the album is highlighted on the jukeboxes
in the cites where the tour is coming to. We
worked with them on the release of the EP
last October [the We Are Drugs EP] and that’s
when we started to gear up for the tour and
the re-release. This one has run for a while as
we basically bridged two campaigns together
– the EP and then the tour and re-release. :)

WANT TO FEATURE IN
BEHIND THE CAMPAIGN?

Marketing people: do you have a campaign you are working
on that you would like to see featured in Behind The Campaign
in a future edition of sandbox? If so, send a brief synopsis of
it to Eamonn Forde for consideration and your work (and your
words) could appear here.
Email: eamonn.forde@me.com

ABOUTSANDBOX

Published by music:) ally.
music:) ally is a music business
information and strategy company.
We focus on the change taking
place in the industry and provide
information and insight into every
aspect of the business: consumer
research analysing the changing
behaviour and trends in the
industry, consultancy services to
companies ranging from blue chip
retailers and telecoms companies
to start-ups; and training around
methods to digitally market
your artists and maximise the
effectiveness of digital campaigns
as well as events.
We are now also offering digital
marketing services to labels, artist
managers, artists and other music
related companies from campaign
advice and strategy through to
implementation and execution.
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Clients include:

Digital marketing services

Universal Music, Warner Music,
Sony Music, Spotify, Deezer,
Ignition, Beggars, Modest, Red Bull,
Shazam, Domino and more

Campaign support services:

If you have a digital campaign
related story for sandbox,
please contact Eamonn Forde on
eamonn.forde@me.com
If you’d like to talk to us about our
digital marketing/mentoring
training services, consultancy or
specific research services, please
contact Wesley T. A’Harrah on
wesley@musically.com
If you’d like to subscribe, add
new subscribers, or talk about
a corporate deal please contact
Anthony Churchman on
anthony@musically.com

• Strategy
• CRM and Email tools
• Digital housekeeping
• Social networking updates
• Search and online advertising
• Mobile applications
• Blogs and online PR outreach
• Measuring campaign
effectiveness

Contact Wesley T. A’Harrah on
wesley@musically.com or
+44 (0)20 7250 3637 to discuss
your digital marketing needs.
Training services:

• In house company mentoring
• Workshops
• Digital briefings
• Digital MOT sessions

music:) ally has delivered digital
marketing training sessions for
a wide range of clients including
Universal Music, EMI, AIM/London
Connected and many individuals
Check out music:) ally’s training
opportunities here
Contact Anthony Churchman on
anthony@musically.com or
+44 (0)20 7250 3637 to discuss
your training needs
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London N1 7ED
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